Exploiting ultraviolet photoinduced charge-transfer dynamics in a model dinucleotide of guanine and thymine
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An understanding of the initial photoexcited states of DNA is essential to unravelling deleterious photoinduced chemical reactions and the intrinsically ultrafast photoprotection of the genetic code for all life. In our combined experimental and theoretical study, we have elucidated the primary non-radiative relaxation dynamics of a model nucleotide of guanine and thymine (2’-deoxyguanosine 3’-monophosphate 5’-thymidine, d(GpT)) in buffered aqueous solution. Experimentally, we unequivocally demonstrate that the Franck–Condon excited states of d(GpT) are significantly delocalised across both nucleobases, and mediate d(G*pT–) exciplex product formation on an ultrafast (\(<350\) fs) timescale. Theoretical studies show that the nature of the vertical excited states is very dependent on the specific geometry of the dinucleotide, and dictate the degree of delocalised, charge-transfer or localised character. Our mechanism for prompt exciplex formation involves a rapid change in electronic structure and includes a diabatic surface crossing very close to the Franck–Condon region mediating fast d(G*pT–) formation. Exciplexes are quickly converted back to neutral ground state molecules on a \(\sim10\) ps timescale with a high quantum yield, ensuring the photostability of the nucleotide sequence.

1. Introduction

The ultraviolet component of solar radiation poses a threat to all life on Earth. If UV light is absorbed by DNA, deleterious photochemical reactions can be initiated, leading to genetic damage of the source code for life.\(^1\,2\) The mechanistic details of such processes have been the subject of intense study, with ultrafast spectroscopy playing a pivotal role establishing the molecular mechanisms of DNA excited state deactivation or photoinduced reactions.\(^3\,\ldots\,\ldots\) It is apparent that as the complexity of the DNA structure is increased from a bare nucleobase to a polynucleotide the associated non-radiative relaxation dynamics become increasingly complicated; the amplitude associated with the tens-to-hundreds of picoseconds excited state lifetime component becomes more significant,\(^3\,5\,8\,12\) and additional non-radiative pathways such as excited state charge-transfer\(^8\,\ldots\) or proton-coupled electron transfer become accessible.\(^9\)

Intermolecular electrostatic interactions become increasingly influential when the structure is further extended to include multiple nucleic acids, e.g. di-, tri-, or oligo-nucleotides. In these single (or double) strands of DNA, \(\pi\)-stacking becomes an important structural motif, and due to the short distances between adjacent nucleobases, significant electronic coupling is anticipated.\(^4\,\ldots\) Resultantly, theoretical studies have suggested the Franck–Condon electronic states are no longer localised to specific nucleobases,\(^15\,\ldots\) and could be delocalised over up to 4 moieties.\(^19\) Static circular dichroism\(^20\) and ultrafast spectroscopic investigations\(^3\,6\,13\,19\,21\) have established a picture where the photoexcited states of DNA structures are initially delocalised over multiple nucleobases. However whilst these experimental studies are pioneering, they either represent a time-averaged picture of DNA systems,\(^20,22\) concentrate on sufficiently large systems where precise molecular details are difficult to ascertain,\(^3,6\) deliberately incorporated unnatural nucleobases into structures to shift absorptions and thereby reducing inter-nucleobase dipole coupling compared to natural sequences,\(^8,13\) or are unable to definitively assign the transient products formed.\(^21,21\) Therefore, despite a consensus being reached, irrefutable experimental evidence supporting the hypothesis of delocalised Franck–Condon excited states in natural DNA sequences with a high level of molecular precision is missing.
We used ultrafast transient absorption (TA), time-resolved infrared spectroscopy (TRIR) and theoretical calculations to study the non-radiative relaxation dynamics of 2'-deoxyguanosine 3'-monophosphate 5'-thymidine, d(GpT), a dinucleotide that contains the naturally occurring nucleic acids thymine and guanine in buffered aqueous solution. Experimentally we demonstrate that (i) the Franck–Condon excited states of d(GpT) are significantly delocalised over both guanine and thymine and (ii) the Franck–Condon states rapidly decay into an ion-pair exciplex state forming a low-order approximation, excitation can be described as localised to individual nucleobases. To date, quantification of the conformational equilibrium using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations has proved very challenging for di-, tri- or oligo-nucleotides as the MD force-fields have been optimised for double stranded DNA (B-form), and thus over-emphasise the percentage of π-stacked conformers. A recent study of d(TpT) exemplified this issue: MD simulations could not reproduce experimentally determined equilibrium constants extracted from NOSY and COSY NMR measurements.

We utilised MD simulations to generate a variety of possible d(GpT) ground state conformations, from which we extracted several “representative” molecular structures. These MD geometries were then re-optimised using density functional theory (DFT) and used to inform the analysis of our time-resolved infrared measurements (see Sections 2.2, 5.3 and ESI for full details). It is important to emphasise that we did not attempt to use the MD simulations to obtain the absolute global minimum energy structures, or to predict the percentage of stacked d(GpT) molecules in solution due to the aforementioned problem with MD force fields. Throughout the paper, we focus on π-stacked (denoted with subscript s) and open conformations (subscript o) of d(GpT). The optimised geometries of these structures at the DFT/ωB97X-D/6-31G* level are displayed in Fig. 1.

2. Results and discussion

2.1 Ground state molecular structure

Dinucleotides are inherently conformationally very flexible molecules due a large number of internal degrees of freedom. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that they will have associated complex conformational free energy landscapes which will support many different local minima structures. If the barriers to inter-conversion are sufficiently low, then multiple conformers will be present in room temperature solution. There are two dominant effects that determine the balance of structures present in aqueous solution; (i) the hydrophobicity experienced by the hydrocarbon nucleobase rings which favour π-stacked conformations as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), and entropically favoured conformers where the energetic stabilisation of π-stacking is outweighed by conformational flexibility (e.g. Fig. 1(b)).

The conformational structure has ramifications for the electronic structure of photoexcited d(GpT); in π-stacked configurations the inter-nucleobase distance is short (typically <3 Å) and dipole–dipole coupling is anticipated to be the strongest. For structures that lack π-stacking, the inter-nuclear separation between rings is large and to a low-order approximation, excitation can be described as localised to individual nucleobases. To date, quantification of the conformational equilibrium using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations has proved very challenging for di-, tri- or oligo-nucleotides as the
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**Fig. 1** Calculated representative (a) π-stacked and (b) open structures of d(GpT) optimised at the ωB97X-D/6-31G*//IEFPCM level of theory.
The vibrational frequencies were assigned based on prior investigations of the isolated nucleotides\textsuperscript{27,28} to: a pyrimidine ring breathing mode coupled to an amino stretch of the guanine moiety at 1566 cm\(^{-1}\), C–N ring breathing stretch on guanine at 1578 cm\(^{-1}\), carbon–carbon double bond of the thymine ring (1632 cm\(^{-1}\)), carbonyl stretches on either guanine or thymine (1661 cm\(^{-1}\)) and the C\(_{\text{Q}}\)O stretch adjacent to N–D and N–sugar groups on thymine (1690 cm\(^{-1}\)). The two peaks at 1578 and 1632 cm\(^{-1}\) (labelled with arrows in Fig. 2(b)) are unique to guanine or thymine nucleobases, and exploited as localised probes for the time-dependent population of the two nucleobases (see Section 2.4).

To characterise the electronic structure of the first few singlet excited states of d(GpT), linear-response time-dependent density functional theory (LR-TDDFT) calculations with the exchange-correlation functional \(\omega\text{B97X-D} \) and an cc-pVTZ basis set using an integral equation formalism variant polarisable continuum solvent model (IEFPCM) were performed (see Section 5.3 and ESI\textsuperscript{§} for further details). The theoretical absorption spectra for the isolated dGMP and dTMP (see Fig. 3) reproduce the observed experimental trends; dGMP has a blue-shifted absorption maximum with a higher oscillator strength compared to dTMP. The close resemblance of the dGMP + dTMP calculated spectrum to that of d(GpT)\(_{\text{h}}\) highlights the very weak interaction between G and T moieties in conformations lacking \(\pi\)-stacking, particularly at \(\lambda > 230\) nm. The calculated spectrum of d(GpT)\(_{\text{s}}\) deviates more significantly from the sum of dGMP + dTMP or d(GpT)\(_{\text{h}}\) spectra but agrees with the overall experimentally observed trends for d(GpT).

Further insights were gained from the analysis of the lowest energy LR-TDDFT calculated electronic transitions. The transition

![Fig. 2](https://example.com/fig2.png)  (a) Ultraviolet and (b) solvent-subtracted mid-infrared linear absorption spectra for 10 mM solutions of dGMP, dTMP and d(GpT). The arrows in panel (b) indicate two of the main vibrational features of interest (1578 and 1632 cm\(^{-1}\)) in our TRIR investigations.

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.png)  LR-TDDFT/\(\omega\text{B97X-D}/\text{cc-pVTZ}/\text{IEFPCM} \) vertical transitions of dGMP, dTMP, d(GpT)\(_{\text{h}}\) and d(GpT)\(_{\text{s}}\). (a) Calculated absorption spectra showing the stick spectra for each electronic transition of d(GpT)\(_{\text{h}}\) and convolved Gaussian spectra for all species (see Section 5.3). Analysis of the transition-density matrices for the first five excited states of (b) d(GpT)\(_{\text{h}}\) and (c) d(GpT)\(_{\text{s}}\). The oscillator strength and wavelength associated with each transition are given above the corresponding matrix. The hole location is given on the horizontal axis of each matrix, with the vertical axes giving the position of the electron. The greyscale intensity represents the normalised transition-density matrix values.
density corresponding to each electronic state was decomposed into the location of the photogenerated hole (where the electron was in $S_0$) and electron (the location of the electron in the excited electronic state). We partitioned d(GpT) in three components: G or T nucleobases and the remaining sugar–phosphate backbone (r). The location of the hole/electron for each transition is given in the matrices shown in Fig. 3(b and c). Concentrating on $d(GpT)_0$, initially, the first singlet excited state is localised to the thymine moiety (electron and hole are both located on T), whereas the $S_2$ state is localised on the guanine nucleobase. The first two transitions ($d(GpT)_0$) are almost degenerate, and the $S_1$ and $S_2$ states only contain minor contributions (<11%) from the other nucleobase. This decomposition explains the close resemblance between the $d(GpT) + d(TpA)$ and $d(GpT)_0$ calculated transitions. 

π-Stacking in $d(GpT)_0$ results in far less localisation of the electron and hole to the same nucleobase (see Fig. 3(c)), which greatly alters the character of the lowest energy singlet excited states: (i) diagonal elements for both G and T are returned for $S_1$, $S_2$ and $S_4$ states, which is characteristic of coupled excitation of the two nucleobases, i.e. the excitation is delocalised, and (ii) upper off-diagonal elements are observed for low oscillator strength $S_1$, $S_3$ and $S_4$ states, indicating a significant charge-transfer character from guanine to thymine. The presence of low-lying excited states with different electronic characters in $d(GpT)$ agrees with prior theoretical calculations (CASSCF/MM methods) for $d(ApU)$. It is important to note that due to the close energetic proximity of these states, their ordering is expected to be very sensitive to the nuclear geometry, as exemplified by the transition-density matrices associated with vertical electronic transitions of another conformer (see Fig. S17 and ESI§).

2.3 Transient absorption spectroscopy

Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy was used to investigate the excited state dynamics of $d(GpT)$, dGMP and dTMP using 273 and 257 nm photoexcitation. A full description of the ultrafast spectroscopic methods used in this study are detailed in Section 5.2. TA spectra obtained from 273 nm photoexcitation of three solutions at many different pump–probe time delays, $t_p$, are displayed in Fig. 4. Corresponding data for 257 nm excitation are shown in Fig. S1 (ESI§). The TA spectrum for dGMP (Fig. 4(a)) is dominated by a positive excited state absorption (ESA) transient which has two local maxima centred at ~360 and ~550 nm. The frequency dispersed TA data are reminiscent of studies by Stuhldreier et al., although the previous study used 260 nm excitation.

The dTMP TA spectrum contains two main features; a negative peak centred at 357 nm and an ESA that spans the entire probe window with a maximum at 610 nm. The negative feature corresponds to stimulated emission (SE) from the short-lived $^1\pi\pi^*$ state, consistent with prior static and ultrafast spectroscopy studies. The $d(GpT)$ TA spectrum, Fig. 4(c), is dominated by a broad ESA feature which bears little resemblance to the spectra of the constituent mononucleotides.

Kinetic traces for the peak of the ESA signals in the three datasets are displayed in Fig. 5. These data were fit to exponential decays convolved with a Gaussian instrument response function. As evident from both the frequency dispersed TA data (Fig. 4), associated time slices (Fig. 5) and the time constants returned from fitting these data (Table S1, ESI§), almost all dTMP and dGMP molecules decay rapidly to the ground state within 1–2 ps, in accord with previous studies, whereas the dinucleotide decays more slowly and an additional 11 ± 2 ps exponential decay component was required to fit the data.

Similar dynamics were observed for 257 nm excitation (see Fig. S2 and Table S1, ESI§). A comparison of the ESA decay for $d(GpT)$ using 273 and 257 nm excitation is displayed in Fig. S3 (ESI§). We note that for $d(GpT)$ and dTMP samples, there is a nanosecond lifetime component (3% amplitude), which we attribute to long-lived triplet species, that are likely to be localised to the thymine nucleobase.

What is not apparent from these data is any indication of the electronic structure of the photoexcited molecules from the
diffuse excited state absorption signals. Due to size of the d(GpT) molecule, conformational complexity, and the density of electronic states that fall within the 1.8–3.8 eV white light probe window, it would be very difficult to calculate all the $S_n \leftrightarrow S_m$ transition dipole moments at a high level of ab initio theory for multiple conformers, a range of excited states ($S_m$) and many possible product species. Such an approach has only been successful for modelling the $S_1$ ESA spectrum of smaller UV chromophores. The complexity of such dinucleotide systems was also highlighted in previous theoretical studies. As many other groups have demonstrated, ultrafast mid-infrared probe experiments can yield additional information about the reaction dynamics of the system, such as the identities of reactive intermediates or timescales for photoproduct formation.

2.4 Time-resolved infrared spectroscopy

TRIR data collected using 273 nm photoexcitation is displayed in Fig. 6 for (a) an equimolar mixture of dGMP and dTMP and (b) d(GpT) solutions. The spectra are congested with overlapping positive and negative vibrational transient features. The corresponding TRIR data recorded with 257 nm pump pulses are displayed in Fig. S4 (ESI§).

Both datasets are dominated by negative bands corresponding to transients that evolve on the ground state during the pump–probe time delay and appear at the same, or very similar, frequencies as the main features present in the respective linear FTIR spectra. Our analysis first focuses on the recovery of negative features centred at 1666, 1575 and 1635 cm$^{-1}$. The negative band centred at 1666 cm$^{-1}$ corresponds to overlapping vibrational features associated with carbonyl stretching vibrations localised on guanine and thymine moieties (see Section 2.2). The associated kinetics of this feature for the mixture of mononucleotides and dinucleotide are shown in Fig. 7. The data were fit to biexponential and triexponential functions, respectively, and the results summarised in Table 1. Fits to 257 nm data are given in Table S2 (ESI§). It is evident from the amplitudes and time constants returned from fitting, that a significant number of photoexcited d(GpT) molecules (54 and 51% for 273 and 257 nm excitation, respectively) have a longer excited state lifetime than the constituent mononucleotides.

The analysis of the negative features at 1575 and 1635 cm$^{-1}$ which report on the time-dependent population of guanine and thymine chromophores, respectively, are shown in the Fig. S6 and Table S3 (ESI§). Fits to these data return similar time constants to the 1666 cm$^{-1}$ feature, however the kinetics associated with each of the vibrational bands are not identical. We attribute this to contamination of overlapping adjacent features which have differing spectral shifts, and mode-dependent vibrational cooling.
A/C0 with the 1580–1615 cm\(^{-1}\) dinucleotide data has significantly more amplitude associated appreciable signature of solvated electron formation in TA anharmonicity of the respective S\(_0\) vibrational potentials. The respective fundamental negative features due to the associated 1708 cm\(^{-1}\) contain an additional isolated vibrational band centred at

mononucleotides spectra. Further, the d(GpT) TRIR spectra mixture of dGMP and dTMP, and therefore it is apparent that only observed for irradiation of d(GpT) solutions and not the be crucial to mediate exciplex formation.

vibrationally hot S\(_0\) population that are formed promptly after careful deconvolution with an adjacent oppositely-signed large data, the TRIR data contain a small-amplitude nanosecond ultrafast internal conversion to the ground state. The features timescales as observed in other DNA systems\(^{40,41}\). Like our TA data, the TRIR data contain a small-amplitude nanosecond component, which we attribute to long-lived triplet species\(^{26,37}\).

Three positive features in the mixture of mononucleotides spectra are present at \(t < 5\) ps (see Fig. 6(a)) correspond to the vibrationally hot S\(_0\) population that are formed promptly after ultrafast internal conversion to the ground state. The features at 1550, 1600 and 1655 cm\(^{-1}\) are red-shifted compared to the respective fundamental negative features due to the associated anharmonicity of the respective S\(_0\) vibrational potentials. The dinucleotide data has significantly more amplitude associated with the 1580–1615 cm\(^{-1}\) feature compared to the mixture of mononucleotides spectra. Further, the d(GpT) TRIR spectra contain an additional isolated vibrational band centred at 1708 cm\(^{-1}\), which is a known signature of the guanine cation (G\(^+\))\(^{8,42-44}\). Based on prior studies\(^{7,6,13,45}\) and the absence of any appreciable signature of solvated electron formation in TA spectra, we conclude that G\(^+\) will be produced in conjunction with thymine anions (T\(^-\)) as part of an ion-pair exciplex. G\(^+\) is only observed for irradiation of d(GpT) solutions and not the mixture of dGMP and dTMP, and therefore it is apparent that changes in the electronic structure induced by \(\pi\)-stacking must be crucial to mediate exciplex formation.

Extracting the kinetics associated with the G\(^+\) feature requires careful deconvolution with an adjacent oppositely-signed large amplitude feature which in principle does not have similar kinetics. We therefore analysed the data by fitting the TRIR spectra at every pump–probe time delay to the sum of Gaussian basis functions to model the vibrational dynamics as per ref. 46 (see ESI§ for details of this procedure). Constraints were placed on negative features, enforcing the FWHM and central frequency were fixed to those of the (inverted) linear FTIR spectrum. We prefer this approach to a target analysis, which would struggle to capture the vibrational mode dependent cooling rates. The simulated spectra returned by our analysis are in excellent agreement with experimental TRIR data, exemplified by the side-by-side comparisons given in Fig. S7 (ESI§), and kinetic traces for several probe frequencies displayed in Fig. S8 (ESI§).

The kinetics associated with the G\(^+\) feature returned by Gaussian fitting for 273 nm excitation are given in Fig. 8 and were fit to an exponential decay with a 10.5 ± 0.2 ps time constant. The guanine cation is formed so rapidly that it appears within our instrument response (∼350 fs) and based on LR-TDDFT calculations we determine that this species can only be formed from \(\pi\)-stacked d(GpT) conformers. The experimentally determined oxidation and reduction potentials for the isolated DNA nucleobases\(^{47}\) allows us to predict that d(G\(^+\)pT\(^-\)) is the most probable ion-pair product and ∼1.3 eV more stable than d(G\(^-\)pT\(^+\)). This estimate is consistent with our observation of a G\(^+\) vibrational signature at 1708 cm\(^{-1}\). Despite observing a direct spectral signature associated with G\(^+\), we were unable to isolate the expected vibrational bands corresponding to T\(^-\), which are expected between ∼1650–1595 cm\(^{-1}\)\(^{45,48}\). In part, this is because they will overlap with transients associated with the neutral molecule, but also several other vibrational features associated with G\(^+\) are also expected in this region.\(^8\) Fig. S7 (ESI§) displays the corresponding Gaussian fitting analysis for G\(^+\) with 257 nm excitation, which was fit to a 11.1 ± 0.2 ps time constant.

A comparison of TRIR data acquired at \(t = 350\) fs with 273 and 257 nm excitation (see Fig. 9) allows us to explore the nature of the initial vertical Franck-Condon electronic

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d(GpT)</th>
<th>dGMP + dTMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A_1 = 0.41)</td>
<td>(A_1 = 0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_1 = 4.3 \pm 0.3) ps</td>
<td>(R_1 = 3.22 \pm 0.02) ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_2 = 0.54)</td>
<td>(A_2 = 0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_2 = 1.3 \pm 0.1) ps</td>
<td>(R_2 &gt; 1) ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_3 = 0.05)</td>
<td>(A_3 = 1) ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_3 = 0.2) ps</td>
<td>(R_3 = 0.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 Kinetics associated with the 1666 cm\(^{-1}\) bleach feature for the mixture of mononucleotides (red open circles) and d(GpT) (blue open circles) upon 273 nm irradiation. Solid lines display the fits to experimental data (see Table 1 for fit parameters).

Fig. 8 Kinetics associated with 1708 cm\(^{-1}\) feature from Gaussian fitting analysis of d(GpT) TRIR data.
prior theoretical calculations have estimated inter-nucleobase excited states with appreciable oscillator strengths, for either of both guanine and thymine moieties. Notably the lowest energy charge-transfer character and significant delocalisation across guanine is observed at 257 nm (1580 cm⁻¹) with intense bleaching associated with vibrational bands unique to guanine is observed at 257 nm (1580 cm⁻¹), with thymine bands enhanced for 273 nm excitation (1630 cm⁻¹). If the electronically excited states of d(GpT) are localised to either chromophore then we would observe the relative ratio of bleaches at 1580 and 1630 cm⁻¹ vary between pump excitation wavelengths in the dinucleotide TRIR data. As Fig. 9(a) illustrates the TRIR spectra at t = 350 fs are very similar, which implies a roughly equal number of guanine and thymine moieties are photoexcited at both excitation wavelengths. This observation is only possible if the vertical Franck–Condon states are significantly delocalised over both nucleobases. We have performed this comparative analysis for t = 350 fs data, as it is earliest time delay outside of our IRF window and prior to any excited-state equilibration. Such processes may involve localisation of population to either nucleobase and/or subsequent inter-nucleobase electronic energy transfer: either inevitably would lead to differential changes in the G/T bleach ratio. We do not rule out any ultrafast internal conversion to S₀, as per dTMP or dGMP, that may occur on a commensurate timescale to our IRF. Our hypothesis is consistent with our theoretical studies: the transition-density matrix analysis of LR-TDDFT calculations for d(GpT), revealed the electron/hole distribution of the vertical singlet excited states are not exclusively localised to a single nucleobase, but depending on the specific dinucleotide geometry, contain G → T charge-transfer character and significant delocalisation across both guanine and thymine moieties. Notably the lowest energy excited states with appreciable oscillator strengths, for either of the two stacked d(GpT) conformers (see Fig. 3(a) or Fig. S16, ESI§) are dominantly delocalised in character. Furthermore, prior theoretical calculations have estimated inter-nucleobase electronic coupling constants between 50 and 775 cm⁻¹ for several dinucleotides, which is consistent with Franck–Condon delocalised adiabatic electronic states. What is more remarkable, however, is the relative intensity of the guanine cation feature appears to be very similar for the two excitation wavelengths compared to the shared G/T bleach feature at 1666 cm⁻¹, and thus implies that the probability of d(GpT⁻) formation is almost equal upon 273 and 257 nm excitation. What we are unable to determine is the absolute quantum yield for d(GpT⁻) formation due to the uncertainty in the S₀ d(GpT) : d(GpT)o ratio. As such we cannot rule out competing monomer-like non-radiative pathways in photoexcited π-stacked species, wherein dynamics remain localised to either nucleobase and follow similar non-radiative decay pathways to either dGMP or dTMP. We envisage this will the dominant non-radiative decay pathway for unstacked d(GpT) molecules.

3. General discussion

Prior TRIR studies of di- or tri-nucleotides that incorporated non-naturally abundant nucleic acids to investigate excited state charge-transfer. The incorporation of non-abundant nucleobases in these two studies increases the energy gap between the decoupled nucleobase excited states, and thus reduces internucleobase dipole–dipole coupling, resulting in excited states with more localised electronic character. In the study of the dinucleotide comprised from 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (O) and adenine (d(OpA)), Zhang et al. observed a wavelength dependence to the charge-transfer product yield. At the longest excitation wavelength it was possible to selectively excite the O moiety in d(OpA), which initiated an inter-molecular excited state charge-transfer reaction with the adenine nucleobase yielding d(O'pA⁻) products. Using shorter wavelength excitation, the optically excited state was found to be delocalised across both O and A moieties, via the relative intensity of the O and A bleach features, but reacted to produce a far higher yield of d(O'pA⁻). The dynamics

Fig. 9 Overlaid TRIR data for t = 350 fs at 273 and 257 nm excitation for (a) dGMP + dTMP mixture and (b) d(GpT) solutions. Note that the 257 nm data is scaled to match the signal intensity of the 273 nm data at 1666 cm⁻¹.
observed for the shorter wavelength excitation of d(OpA), are similar to those we have observed for d(GpT). However, the yield of d(GpT) products and the nature of the d(GpT) photoexcited states is seemingly independent of 273 or 257 nm excitation wavelength. Here, we have studied d(GpT), which contains naturally abundant nucleobases, and the decoupled excitation energies of the S1 and S2 T states are very close in energy (see Fig. 2(a) and 3(a)) and thus significant electronic coupling (as evident in the transition-density matrix analyses) greatly influences the nature of the Franck–Condon excited states. We expect this will be true for di- or poly-nucleotide structures containing naturally abundant nucleobases, as the energy difference between the lowest energy excited states of all DNA bases is modest, and the dipole coupling predicted to be strong.

Our combined experimental and theoretical study of a dinucleotide that contains naturally abundant occurring nucleobases supports a mechanism which is summarised by the schematic given in Fig. 10; the low-lying Franck–Condon excited states of d(GpT), possess a mixture of charge-transfer and delocalised character that is very dependent on the precise molecular conformation. For r-stacked conformers, the lowest energy transitions with high oscillator strengths are delocalised in nature. These states mediate ultrafast (<350 fs) formation of d(GpT) exciplexes. In a diabatic picture, we envisage this suggests there will be a surface crossing between valence and ion-pair electronic states very close to the vertical Franck–Condon region and mediates rapid exciplex formation. The precise details of which states are involved is difficult to ascertain due to the density of near degenerate electronic states, with the energetic ordering inevitably very dependent on the precise nuclear geometry.

Either for dinucleotides that are unstacked in S0, or even stacked d(GpT) conformers, molecules may follow a non-radiative relaxation pathway similar to the respective mononucleotides, which includes passage through conical intersections facilitating the rapid funnelling of molecules back to the ground state on a ~1–2 ps timescale.

The studies of coupled excited state chromophores all hinge around the dynamical relationship between the so-called ‘exciton’ (adiabatic) and ‘site’ (diabatic) bases. Ideally, we would be able to follow the time-dependent coupling between different diabatic states via-on the-fly dynamical calculations, however, at the present time the computational cost for systems such as d(GpT) prohibit such simulations. From an experimental perspective, we envisage one route to address this issue is via extension of two-dimensional electronic–vibrational spectroscopy into the ultraviolet, enabling time-dependent correlations between broadband (delocalised) UV electronic excitation and (localised) vibrational emission.

4. Conclusions

Ultrafast transient absorption and time resolved infrared spectroscopies, alongside theoretical calculations were used to investigate the photoinduced charge-transfer in 2'-deoxyguanosine-3'-monophosphate-5'-thymidine, d(GpT) in buffered aqueous solution. Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy revealed the excited state lifetime of data of d(GpT) has an additional ~10 ps decay lifetime component of upon 273 and 257 nm photoexcitation compared to its constituent mononucleotides. Time-resolved infrared measurements (TRIR) revealed the molecular origin of this extended excited state lifetime via the presence of a vibrational signature which is univocally assigned to the guanine cation which is formed as part of d(GpT) exciplexes.

A direct comparison of d(GpT) TRIR spectra for different excitation wavelengths indicates that the initial Franck–Condon photoexcited states of d(GpT) must be significantly delocalised across guanine and thymine moieties. Calculations show that the low-lying Franck–Condon states are comprised from a complex admixture of delocalised, charge-transfer and localised character depending on the specific nuclear configuration. These states
act as a precursor to \(\text{d(G}'p'T')\) exciplexes that are formed on a <350 fs timescale, and we propose occurs via a surface-crossing between diabatic valence and ion-pair potential energy surfaces. Our study focuses on a dinucleotide structure that contains naturally abundant nucleobases, whereas prior TRIR studies have examined the dynamics of di- or tri-nucleotides incorporating non-naturally abundant nucleobases, which detunes the inter-molecular electronic coupling. Due to the very similar excitation energies of the lowest energy bright states of natural nucleobases, and the large electronic coupling dipole strengths associated between them, we expect that the dynamics we observed for \(\text{d(G}'p'T')\) will be representative dynamics in natural DNA sequences. The photogenerated \(\text{d(G}'p'T')\) charge-transfer products are short-lived (~10 ps) and ground state neutral \(\text{d(G}'p'T')\) molecules are reformed with a high quantum yield, and may guarantee the photostability of DNA avoiding deleterious reactions (i.e. dimerisation and/or bond-cleavage) after photoexcitation.

5. Methods

5.1 Sample preparation

2′-Deoxyguanosine-5′-monophosphate disodium salt (>98%) and thymidine-5′-monophosphate disodium salt (>99%) were purchased from Carboysynth and used without further purification. 2′-Deoxyguanosine 3′-monophosphate 5′-thymidine was synthesised using standard phosphoramidite coupling and deprotection procedures (see Scheme S1, ESI). The final compound was purified by preparative HPLC. The full synthetic procedure and sample characterisation is provided in the ESI. For all reported spectroscopic studies, the mono- and di-nucleotides were prepared in phosphate buffered solutions (pD 7) in D$_2$O at 10 mM concentrations. Samples were flowed continually throughout experiments in a customised flow cell. 200 μm or 50 μm path lengths for TA or TRIR experiments, respectively.

5.2 Ultrafast laser spectroscopy

TA and TRIR experiments were performed using an established laser system. Briefly, a 1 kHz commercial ultrafast amplifier (Coherent, Legend Elite HE+) was used to pump two tuneable optical parametric amplifiers (Coherent, OPerA Solo) generating ultraviolet pump pulses (centred at 273 nm or 257 nm) and broadband mid-infrared pulses (centred at: 1625 cm$^{-1}$). The white light supercontinuum employed in TA experiments was generated by focussing a very small portion of the Ti:Sapphire fundamental into a CaF$_2$ plate (3 mm thick) which was rastered. UV pump pulses were focussed into the sample with a $f$ = 20 cm CaF$_2$ lens. The pump excitation power was attenuated to 500 nJ and focussed to a ~200 μm spot. Mid-infrared or white light probe pulses were overlapped with the pump beam in the sample. Signals emitted collinear to the respective probe beams were collimated and focussed into spectographs coupled to multi-element mid-infrared mercury cadmium telluride or CCD detectors for TRIR and TA experiments, respectively. These signals were subsequently digitised and averaged for thousands of laser shots at many different pump-probe time delays. All experiments were conducted with pump and probe pulses polarised at the magic angle. The instrument response was determined to be ~150 fs for TA and ~350 fs for TRIR experiments via non-resonant 2-photon absorption in D$_2$O.

5.3 Computational methods

Classical molecular dynamics of \(\text{d(G}'p'T')\) in explicit water (2356 water molecules, one sodium cation) was performed using the Amber 14 software. Full details of this simulation are given in the ESI. Four representative geometries were selected and re-optimised with DFT using the oB97XD functional and a 6-31G* basis set. The same level of theory was used for calculations of dGMP and dTMP. Geometry optimisations were performed without enforcing any symmetry constraint. The nature of the stationary points located with DFT were verified by harmonic vibrational frequency calculations at the same level of theory. Absorption spectra of the four representative geometries were computed at the ground-state optimised geometry using LR-TDDFT within the adiabatic approximation for the first 20 singlet electronic states, with the oB97XD functional and a cc-pVTZ basis set. This approach was validated with resolution of the identity second-order approximate coupled-cluster benchmark calculations – full details are given in the ESI. Solvation effects were included in all DFT calculations using a self-consistent reaction-field (SCRF) model in which the water solvent is implicitly represented by a dielectric continuum characterised by its relative static dielectric permittivity, $\varepsilon$. Within the different approaches available, we employed the integral equation formalism of the polarisable continuum model (IEFPCM). Analysis of the LR-TDDFT results was conducted with the TheoDORE package. Each electronic transition displayed in the calculated spectra was generated by convolving the calculated oscillator strength with a Gaussian function of FWHM = 0.4 eV. We note that the method employed here to produce line shapes does not contain any vibronic structural information. Details of strategies to recover vibronic structure are given in ref. 60.

All calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 09 package and molecular representations were produced with VMD version 1.9.2 or TheoDORE.
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